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About This Game

Runbow, and all its 9-player madness, is now on Steam!
With tons of competitive modes for up to 9 players--locally and online--and a massive Single Player Adventure, Runbow is the

crazy, colour-based platformer you've been waiting for.

The world of Runbow changes with each swipe of the background, so you'll have to stay on your toes as platforms and obstacles
disappear--If you can't see something, it doesn't exist. Fast, frantic, and fun for up to 9 players, Runbow is filled with tons of

modes and content to keep you running back for more:

 Save Poster District from the evil Satura in Adventure, and choose your own path through a massive map of over 140
single player levels.

 Take on The Bowhemoth, a single, ultra-difficult challenge in the belly of a colossal beast. On your own or with
friends, its sure to test the skills of even the toughest platforming veterans.

 Go head to head with your friends, locally or online, in Run, Arena, or King of the Hill, for a colourful, crazy
competition. Host a Private Game for you or your friends, or hop into an Open Party and take on the world!

 Tons of costumes and Indie Guest Characters are waiting for you to unlock, including Shovel Knight,
CommanderVideo, Shantae, Lilac, and many more.
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 Challenge yourself with 68 Steam Achievements! Be the first on your friends list to unlock them all!

 Hundreds of pieces of unlockable Gallery content await you, from concept art to characters, and even a few hidden
secrets...

With 9-player madness locally or online, 5 game modes, 19 guest characters, hundreds of levels, and tons more content all in
one unforgettable colourful game, you better get ready to Runbow!

Default Controls

All Controls are fully remappable, but if you want to get running quickly, here's everything you need to know:

Player 1
Movement: WASD

Jump: F
Attack: G
Taunt: H

Player 2
Movement: Up, Down, Left, Right

Jump: Comma
Attack: Period

Taunt: /

Runbow is fully ready to support Xbox One and Playstation 4 controllers. Any similar-style controllers will default to Xbox
bindings. But if you can get a controller connected, Runbow will let you remap it in the options menu!
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Title: Runbow
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
13AM Games
Publisher:
13AM Games
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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"Friendship... is not something you learn in school. But if you haven't learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven't
learned anything."

- Muhammad Ali

I really like the "Get Read to Run" mode.. this is quite possibly the most underrated game on steam, Extremley alot of fun and
alot better than speedrunners. This is wonderful party game. If you have up to 9 controllers to connect and a screen to sit around,
having everyone race and punch each other to the finish lines has been hours of fun.

I can't speak to the single player but just the party game aspect has been worth it to me.. This is a fun multi-player online game.
I remember first playing it at the Experiance Music Project in WA. I wish it was more popular so it would be easier to find
other people to play with online.. Cannot believe I spent $15 on what could be a Free To Play game.
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I am disappointed. The game is quite unplayable. The control of the game that a player has is horrible.. I like it! I just wanted to
give this game a good review because it deserves one.. I like it! I just wanted to give this game a good review because it deserves
one.. More like boring game-bow
Honestly though, got old fast imo. Really fun with friends. It sucks that not many people own the game though, it's really
underrated.. I was able to play the main multiplayer mode with 7 players and what can i say?
It was AWESOME!

I'm not really a big fan of the other game modes but I would still recommend this game for anyone who is creating a Party
Game library. this is quite possibly the most underrated game on steam, Extremley alot of fun and alot better than speedrunners
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